DST Construction—Extent of Conditions Reports

- Next Steps:
  - Summary report available... (timing unknown at this time)
  - Track; come back for update in six months (?). IM Dirk work with DOE on timing
  - Pair with Isabelle Wheeler’s future briefing

Responses to Advice

- #271—is the DOE response perhaps different now (as opposed to what it was in December 2013?)
  - Probably not...
  - Briefing from Kevin Smith?
- Observation: the focus of advice & who it goes to has bearing on the response

Open Forum—Proposed Changes to Consent Decree

- Ecology— press conference recording available online at www.TVW.org
- Further briefing and discussion in May
- DOE public meeting 4/14 @ Richland Red Lion re: proposed changes to CD

Tank Vapors

- Send Sharon questions prior to May HSEP/TWC meeting
  - By end of April
- IMs from TWC to support:
  - David
  - Tom
  - Dirk
  - Liz

May

- Briefing, discussion on proposed changes to CD. Briefing on QA/QC project management plan. (IMs Tom and Susan)
- AY 102 Pumping Plan
- Discussion with DOE about leaking tanks HAB Advice #271 (Kevin Smith)
• Open Forum
• Joint w/ HSEP: tank vapors briefing
• Joint w/ RAP: WESF (IG Report, mini-capsules, budget)

June

• “TRU 101” (tentative, joint w/ RAP)
• Freeze barrier proposal/possibility
  o Under tanks

August

(none)

Bin/Follow-up

• Future info/progress on full-scale mixing facility
• For EIC consideration (from TWC & DOE)
  o Summarizing volume of advice
  o HAB values white-paper follow-on
  o Make advice more accessible by topic (e.g. all comments related to “x”)
  o A database, for example, as a tool
• Holding Bin: DOE order 435.1—waiting on HQ